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NZ’s Radiola Aerospace a world leader
capabilities when required.
A Radiola base in Nottingham in the United Kingdom provides
flight inspection services to Europe, North Africa and the Middle
East utilising the Diamond DA42 (specially
modified for Radiola in a partnership
arrangement with Diamond Aircraft). These
aircraft are fitted with Radiola’s AT 940
flight inspection package which provides
commissioning, special, engineering and
periodic flight inspection of ILS, NDB,
SPECIALISING in the delivery of
AGL/PAPI, VOR, PAR, PSR/SSR, DME,
systems and services that enable aircraft to
and TACAN navigation aids.
land in safety, day or night, in all weather
Flight validation of an instrument
and environments, Radiola Aerospace is a
approach, including RNP AR procedures, is
significant exporter of New Zealand talent
a final part of the formal regulatory approval
and technology to international military and
process. It confirms the procedure complies
civil aviation customers. The company is
with international design standards, provides
a major international provider of groundthe required terrain and obstacle clearances,
based aeronautical radio navigation aids and
and is safely flyable with an acceptable pilot
communications systems, flight inspection
workload. These, and periodic revalidation of
and flight validation and other support
published instrument approaches are critical
services.
components to assure the flying safety of
travelling public. Checks may also include
Navigation and Communication Systems
runway markings, lighting systems, and wind
Radiola Aerospace has long standing
GPS survey prior to flight inspection.
direction indicators. Radiola’s worldwide
experience in the delivery, maintenance
experience in this process is extensive with more than 1500
and support of ground-air communications systems, and
procedures validated to date.
traditional ground-based navigation systems such as ILS, VOR,
DME, and NDB. The company also delivers tailored GPS-based
Military Solutions
solutions that enable precise tracking, monitoring and control
It may surprise many readers to find that Radiola Aerospace
of airborne and ground-based assets in both low and high threat
has a long history of supporting military operations not only at
environments. Systems can be supplied as turn-key, ready to work
home but also deployed in hostile environments. The company has
in any environment, including for demanding tactical and military
completed contracts for the RAAF, RNZAF, USAF, USACE and
requirements. Communications systems can be delivered as standUSMC, delivering customised systems in locations including Iraq,
alone or in support of navigational aids, and include VCCS, HF,
Afghanistan, Timor L’este, as well as Australia and New Zealand.
VHF/UHF and microwave, all for fixed or mobile requirements.
Meterological systems as well as airfield lighting and signage
Airfield Lighting Systems
solutions are also supplied by the company.
Radiola also deliver fully compliant airfield lighting solutions,
tailored to individual situations. These include cabled and solar
Flight Inspection and Flight Validation Systems
systems, incandescent or LED runway and taxiway lighting, control
Flight inspection and flight validation represent important steps
and pilot activation systems, as well as WDI, RTIL/REIL, PAPI
in the delivery of ground and space-based navigation solutions.
and ALS systems. Services may include anything from design advice
Radiola uses specialist test equipment to ensure that navigation aids
and support through to full turnkey project management.
are performing to the exacting standards required of them.
Now operating five flight inspection systems, Radiola is
A strategy of quality
equipped to supply flight inspection teams who are skilled in
Tracing its origins back to the formation of AWA in New
various languages and cultures and can deploy at short notice
Zealand in 1913 (AWA supplied the first ATC radar system to
to many different countries. The company also partners with
CAANZ), Radiola has participated in the international marketplace
local organisations to establish their own local flight inspection
With a fascinating history and product offering, and significant success
on the international stage, one would think that Radiola Aerospace would
be more well-known to New Zealand aviators. In this country though,
the aviation services that Radiola offers are in
the main provided by state-owned monopoly
Airways New Zealand, to a degree thus restricting
local recognition of Radiola’s capability and
achievements.

Flight inspection crew on deployment in Angola, Africa in 2013.
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since 1995. The company has now operated in more than 60
countries, with consistent growth in capability and capacity
during this time - all funded from operating profits and with no
cross-subsidisation from other operations. This is in fact very
praiseworthy. As Executive Director Richard Thompson says,
“We’ve never been in a position, nor wished to receive ‘gifted
revenue’ from captive markets to fund development.” That’s
something he says the company does unfortunately see in some
markets, often alongside reducing standards and rising costs
for operators. Richard says that Radiola’s strategy is to compete
strictly on quality rather than cost and it’s a strategy that stands
the company in good stead with authorities and regulators around
the world. For example, Radiola is one of only three companies
certificated to provide Flight Inspection Services in the United
Kingdom by the UK CAA. Its quality driven strategy also sees
Radiola win projects against stiff international competition,
often against Air Navigation Service providers or Civil Aviation
Authorities which operate as monopolies in their own countries.
A history of leadership

Radiola Aerospace has achieved several firsts in its fields of
operation. These have included introducing advanced aircraft
and electronic technology to create significant flight inspection
efficiencies and full standards compliance. Radiola was the first to
use portable flight inspection systems under a regulatory approval,
and also the first to use the Diamond DA42 aircraft for flight
inspection. Richard says that in all cases, others have followed
their lead. He says the company was also instrumental in the
development of the latest generation flight inspection systems from
Airfield Technology in the U.S. The ‘AT 940’ was developed to meet
specifications set by Radiola who were the first to purchase and
deploy the system.

Diversely skilled, multi-tasking staff

By necessity, Radiola projects are frequently complex and
integrated. 100% owned by its staff, Radiola’s team includes
navigation engineers who are specialised in ground based
navigation solutions, advanced satellite precision tracking
solutions and communications networks. The company’s Flight
Inspectors have more than 100 years of experience inspecting and
calibrating navigation aids all over the world. All Radiola staff have
diverse skillsets and are expert at multi-tasking in international
environments, often under difficult conditions.
For more information

To find out more about the benefits this innovative, private
company delivers to its customers, contact Richard Thompson on
04 238 0113, e: richardt@radaero.com or visit www.radaero.com

Company Milestones
RADIOLA Aerospace Limited was established as a stand-alone
company in 2003. At that time it took over the assets, contracts and
staff of the defence and aerospace division of Radiola Corporation
which had been formed in 1990 in a management buy-out of the
major divisions of AWA NZ. AWA, a company formed by Marconi and
Telefunken in 1913, had a long history of supplying systems to NZCAA
and defence forces.
Today, Radiola Aerospace is a staff-owned, internationally
recognied company specialising in the sale, installation and support of
ground-based aeronautical radio navigation aids and communications
systems, and the provision of flight inspection and flight validation
services.
Historical milestones include:
1913 Formation of AWA in New Zealand.
1950 AWA supplies first ATC radar system to CAANZ.
1987 AWA supplies three VOR-TACAN systems to RNZAF.
1991 Radiola is certified to ISO:9001.
1995 4 ILS/DME systems supplied and installed for RNZAF.
1996 CAANZ Part 171 certicication.
1996 Awarded long term contract to operate and maintain RNZAF
ILS/DME and provide flight inspection services.
1998 First offshore contracts for navaids; HF ATC for Fiji CAA and
ILS/DME, lighting and flight insp. for Vanuatu CAA.
2000 RNZAF contracts for VORTAC ops and maintenance.
2003 Management and staff purchase the defence and aerospace
division of Radiola to form Radiola Aerospace Limited.
2003 Flight insp. services to Samoa, Fiji, Tunisia, Bangladesh.
2005 Flight inspection services to ICAO.
2008 100% owned Australian subsidiary formed.
2008 Awarded 3 year CASA contract to provide NPA flight validation
services at 300 aerodromes.
2009 ASSI certifies Radiola Aerospace under OTAR PART 173 for
flight inspection in British Overseas Territories.
2010 100% owned United Kingdom subsidiary formed.
2011 CASA flight validation services contract extended 3 years.
2011 CAA United Kingdom certifies Radiola under CAR CAP670 for
flight inspection services.

Flight inspection is a safety critical function.
www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

Have you got an interesting aviation story that KiwiFlyer readers might enjoy? Call us on 0800 535 937 and we’ll help you to share it.
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